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Summary 

Telecommunication organizations collect, manage, use, and share data about individuals, including 

personally identifiable information. As a result, they utilize data de-identification techniques to protect 

individuals' data. Recommendation ITU-T X.1148 describes a framework of de-identification process 

with operational steps and specifies data release models and data stages in a de-identification process 

for telecommunication service providers based on data lifecycle model and the roles of stakeholders. 
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FOREWORD 

The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) is the United Nations specialized agency in the field of 

telecommunications, information and communication technologies (ICTs). The ITU Telecommunication 

Standardization Sector (ITU-T) is a permanent organ of ITU. ITU-T is responsible for studying technical, 

operating and tariff questions and issuing Recommendations on them with a view to standardizing 

telecommunications on a worldwide basis. 

The World Telecommunication Standardization Assembly (WTSA), which meets every four years, establishes 

the topics for study by the ITU-T study groups which, in turn, produce Recommendations on these topics. 

The approval of ITU-T Recommendations is covered by the procedure laid down in WTSA Resolution 1. 

In some areas of information technology which fall within ITU-T's purview, the necessary standards are 

prepared on a collaborative basis with ISO and IEC. 
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Introduction 

With the rapid development of Internet based information and communication technologies and 

services, large amounts of data are generated, transmitted, and stored with explosive growth. Data are 

generated by many sources: not only sensors, cameras or network devices, but also web pages, email 

systems or social networks, and many others. Datasets are becoming so large, complex and are 

arriving so fast that traditional data process methods and tools are no longer adequate. Efficient data 

analytics within tolerable delay becomes very challenging. A paradigm called big data analytics are 

being developed to resolve the above issues.  

Telecommunication organizations collect, manage, use, and share data about individuals, including 

personally identifiable information. As a result, they utilize data de-identification techniques to 

protect individuals' data. The relationships between parties participating in the data flow for data 

exchange affect whether data de-identification needs to be performed before its collection, after its 

collection but before its storage, or only before it is shared with the next party in data exchange. 

Accordingly, telecommunication service providers need to provide data de-identification as a service 

in a timely, efficient, and safe way to data customers. 
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Recommendation ITU-T X.1148 

Framework of de-identification process for telecommunication  

service providers 

1 Scope 

This Recommendation provides an overview of de-identification process based on data lifecycle 

model, specifies a de-identification process framework with operational steps and roles of 

stakeholders in the de-identification process. It further discusses data release models and data stages 

in a de-identification process and includes various de-identification approaches and examples in its 

annexes and appendices.  

This Recommendation does not address issues related to regulation. 

2 References 

None. 

3 Terms and definitions 

3.1 Terms defined elsewhere 

This Recommendation uses the following terms defined elsewhere: 

3.1.1 aggregated data [b-ISO/IEC 20889]: Data representing a group of data principals, such as a 

collection of statistical properties of that group. 

3.1.2 anonymization [b-ISO/IEC 29100]: Process by which personally identifiable information 

(PII) is irreversibly altered in such a way that a PII principal can no longer be identified directly or 

indirectly, either by the PII controller alone or in collaboration with any other party. 

3.1.3 attribute [b-ISO/IEC 20889]: Inherent characteristic. 

3.1.4 dataset [b-ISO/IEC 20889]: Collection of data. 

3.1.5 de-identification [b-ISO 25237]: General term for any process of reducing the association 

between a set of identifying data and the data subject (see clause 3.2.4). 

3.1.6 de-identification process [b-ISO/IEC 20889]: Process of removing the association between 

a set of identifying attributes and the data principal. 

3.1.7 de-identification technique [b-ISO/IEC 20889]: Method for transforming a dataset with the 

objective of reducing the extent to which information is able to be associated with individual data 

principals. 

3.1.8 de-identified dataset [b-ISO/IEC 20889]: Dataset resulting from the application of a 

de-identification process. 

3.1.9 de-identified information [b-NISTIR 8053]: Record that have had enough PII removed or 

obscured such that the remaining information does not identify an individual and there is no 

reasonable basis to believe that the information can be used to identify an individual. 

3.1.10 differential privacy [b-ISO/IEC 20889]: Formal privacy measurement model that ensures 

that the probability distribution of the output from a statistical analysis differs by at most a specified 

value, whether or not any particular data principal is represented in the input dataset. 

NOTE − More specifically, differential privacy provides: 
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a) a mathematical definition of privacy which posits that, for the outcome of any statistical 

analysis to be considered privacy-preserving, the analysis results from the original dataset 

are indistinguishable from those obtained if any data principal is added to or removed from 

the dataset; and  

b) a measure of privacy that enables monitoring of cumulative privacy loss and setting of an 

upper bound (or "budget") for loss limit. A formal definition is as follows. Let ε be a positive 

real number, and M be a randomized algorithm that takes a dataset as input. The algorithm M 

is said to be ε-differentially private if for all datasets D1 and D2 that differ in a single element 

(i.e., the data for one data principal), and all subsets S of the range of M, mml_m1, where the 

probability is taken over the randomness used by the algorithm. 

3.1.11 identifier [b-ISO/IEC 20889]: Set of attributes in a dataset that enables unique identification 

of a data principal within a specific operational context. 

NOTE − See Annex B for a discussion of how this definition relates to those given in other standards. 

3.1.12 identifying attribute [b-ISO/IEC 20889]: Attribute in a dataset that can contribute to 

uniquely identifying a data principal within a specific operational context. 

3.1.13 privacy stakeholder [b-ISO/IEC 29100]: Natural or legal person, public authority, agency 

or any other body that can affect, be affected by, or perceive themselves to be affected by a decision 

or activity related to personally identifiable information (PII) processing. 

3.1.14 pseudonymization [b-ISO/IEC 20889]: de-identification technique that replaces an 

identifier (or identifiers) for a data principal with a pseudonym in order to hide the identity of that 

data principal. 

3.1.15 quasi-identifier [b-ISO/IEC 20889]: Attribute in a dataset that, when considered in 

conjunction with other attributes in the dataset, singles out a data principal. 

3.1.16 record [b-ISO/IEC 20889]: Set of attributes concerning a single data principal. 

3.1.17 re-identification [b-ISO/IEC 20889]: Process of associating data in a de-identified dataset 

with the original data principal. 

NOTE − A process that establishes the presence of a particular data principal in a dataset is included in this 

definition. 

3.1.18 single out [b-ISO/IEC 20889]: Isolate records belonging to a data principal in the dataset by 

observing a set of characteristics known to uniquely identify this data principal.  

3.1.19 third party [b-ISO/IEC 29100]: Privacy stakeholder other than the personally identifiable 

information (PII) principal, the PII controller and the PII processor, and the natural persons who are 

authorized to process the data under the direct authority of the PII controller or the PII processor. 

3.1.20 Trusted Third Party [b-ISO/IEC 18014-1]: Security authority, or its agent, trusted by other 

entities with respect to security related activities. 

3.1.21  k-anonymity [b-ISO/IEC 20889]: Formal privacy measurement model that ensures that for 

each identifier in a dataset there is a corresponding equivalence class containing at least K records. 

3.1.22  l-diversity [b-ISO/IEC 20889]: Formal privacy measurement model that ensures that for a 

selected attribute each equivalence class has at least L well-represented values. 

NOTE − L-diversity is a property of a dataset that gives a guaranteed lower bound, L, on the diversity of values 

shared by an equivalence class for a selected attribute. 

3.1.23 t-closeness [b-ISO/IEC 20889]: Formal privacy measurement model that ensures that the 

distance between the distribution of a selected attribute in an equivalence class and the distribution 

of this attribute in the entire table is no more than a threshold T 

NOTE − A table is said to have T-closeness with respect to a selected attribute if all equivalence classes 

containing this attribute have T-closeness. 
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3.2 Terms defined in this Recommendation 

This Recommendation defines the following terms: 

3.2.1 data controller: Stakeholder (or privacy stakeholder) that determines the purposes and 

means for processing data other than natural persons who use data for personal purposes. 

3.2.2 data processor: Stakeholder that processes data on behalf of and in accordance with the 

instructions of a data controller. 

3.2.3 data protection officer: Person appointed by the personally identifiable information (PII) 

controller to ensure, in an independent manner, compliance with the privacy law or regulation 

requirements. 

NOTE − "PII controller" is synonym of "data controller".  

3.2.4 data subject: Entity to which data relates. 

NOTE − "data subject" is synonym of "PII principal" and "data principal".  

3.2.5 process: In relation to information or data, this means obtaining, recording, or holding the 

information or data or carrying out any operation or set of operations on the information or data, 

including: 

− organization, adaptation or alteration of the information or data,  

− retrieval, consultation or use of the information or data,  

− disclosure of the information or data by transmission, dissemination or otherwise making 

available, or  

− alignment, combination, blocking, erasure or destruction of the information or data. 

4 Abbreviations and acronyms 

This Recommendation uses the following abbreviations and acronyms: 

DP Differential Privacy 

DPO Data Protection Officer 

PII Personally Identifiable Information 

TTP  Trusted Third Party 

5 Conventions 

None. 

6 Overview of de-identification process 

The purpose of de-identification process is to protect the confidentiality of a subjects' data. As these 

data may include personally identifiable information (PII), before and after data analytics with the 

purpose of extracting meaningful information, a data analyst must include security considerations.  

This clause defines data analysis environments, data lifecycle model, roles of entities in the 

de-identification process and other de-identification considerations. 

6.1 Data lifecycle model and de-identification phase 

Typically, an organization sets de-identification objectives for privacy and security aims. This clause 

defines a data life cycle and describes when to consider a de-identification process based on this data 

life cycle model. 
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The data lifecycle concept is used to select the appropriate controls based on the analysis of the 

possibility of re-identification. This Recommendation defines a data life cycle as outlined in 

clauses 6.1.1 to 6.1.5. 

Figure 1 provides an overview of the de-identification process in the data lifecycle model. 

 

Figure 1 – De-identification process in data lifecycle model 

6.1.1 Data collection phase 

Data are collected from data subjects which are persons to whom the data refers. The dataset produced 

as a result of this data collection may include PII. De-identification creates a new dataset from which 

all PII has been removed. It is recommended that de-identified datasets are internally used by an 

organization instead of the original dataset, wherever possible. 

Using this model, de-identification can take place either: 

− during data collection, i.e., (b) in Figure 1; or 

− in the event that data were collected but identifier was not actually needed, i.e., (a) in 

Figure 1.  

Identifiers that are not needed for data management (data transformation and data retention) should 

not be collected. 

6.1.2 Data management phase 

To avoid archiving the identifier, de-identification should be applied after data transformation and 

prior to data retention, i.e., (c) in Figure 1. Organizations are recommended to consider the potential 

for re-identification and set clear access controls, maximum retention limits, and data removal 

policies that maximally reduce the potential for linkability between de-identified data. Organizations 

are recommended to consider anonymization techniques such as data aggregation wherever the 

intended purpose of use allows.  
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6.1.3 Data use phase 

If PII is needed within an organization for data management, the data is recommended to be 

de-identified prior to being released as a dataset for data sharing, i.e., (d) in Figure 1. 

6.1.4 Data release phase 

Data can be shared with third parties who are bound by additional administrative controls such as 

'data-sharing' agreements. De-identified datasets may also be subject to release. De-identified data 

release is classified into three models: public, semi-public, or non-public. The amount of 

de-identification required may vary depending on the release model selected.  

6.1.5 Data destruction phase 

Data destruction can be done at any phase, i.e., data collection, data management, data use, and data 

release. Data should be destroyed with verified measures to avoid recovery of data. In particular, 

destruction of data should be considered upon detection of the possibility of re-identification.   

6.2 De-identification considerations 

Applying de-identification throughout the data life cycle increases its effectiveness. However, the 

nature of relationships among the parties participating in the data flow affects whether data 

de-identification needs to be performed before its collection, i.e., (a) in Figure 1, after its collection, 

i.e., (b) in Figure 1, but before its retention, i.e., (c) in Figure 1, or only before it is shared with the 

next party in the data flow, i.e., (d) in Figure 1. This decision, in turn, affects the feasibility of security 

and other organizational measures to enhance the effectiveness of a particular de-identification 

technique in each use case. Although de-identification may be a useful technique to protect the 

confidentiality of a subjects' data in cases where the purpose of use does not support anonymization 

techniques, it is not in itself sufficient to protect the subjects' data and must be considered as part of 

a comprehensive data protection framework. This clause describes the features and considerations of 

each phase. 

6.2.1 Data collection  

Local de-identification (or de-identification at the source) is the most prominent approach, which 

allows an individual (or a controller processing data for an individual) to remove all PII prior to 

releasing the data for analytics. 

One de-identification aspect directly related to the data collection phase is data minimization. Each 

data controller who is collecting a subjects' data is required to precisely define what data is strictly 

necessary for the intended purpose of use, and limit data collection to only those defined parameters. 

Specific processes should be in place to exclude unnecessary PII from data collection or transfer, in 

order to reduce data fields. 

Another de-identification aspect is data aggregation. Data controllers are required to consider the 

aggregation of data in all cases wherein the purpose of use does not strictly require singling out 

individual data subjects. 

6.2.2 Data management  

6.2.2.1 Data transformation 

Data transformation phase may include the application of de-identification techniques such as 

aggregation, statistical disclosure limitation, encryption, etc. Data transformation may be applied at 

one or multiple stages, including directly after collection and prior to long-term retention, after a 

substantial retention period and prior to access, or integrated with access. 

The common transformation of data redacting or aggregating can be employed any time after 

collection and up until release. If applied immediately after collection, redacting or aggregating data 
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may reduce the potential harm to data subjects in case of a data breach; however, doing so also curtails 

the potential to link, merge, or update the data after redaction. 

The choice of data transformation method should be made after careful consideration of the potential 

harm of exposure to data subjects. The transformation decision should also take into account the 

analyses that must be supported by the purpose of data use later, as the techniques employed for 

reducing disclosure risks can affect the potential for later uses and analyses. 

6.2.2.2 Data retention 

Data retention is described as the process of storing data, including PII, to any form of non-volatile 

storage by a data controller or a party acting under the controller's direction. Information security and 

privacy controls already focus on the retention phase; thus, this clause summarizes controls without 

providing detailed considerations [b-ISO/IEC 27001]. A number of information security and privacy 

controls are common at the retention stage, such as access control, maintenance, security assessments, 

authentication procedures, incident monitoring and response, and audits. 

In particular, organizations should follow maximum data retention and removal polices to ensure that 

data are retained for no longer than what is strictly necessary to fulfil the purpose of use, and that data 

is completely destroyed after this maximum retention period. For example, data sharing agreements 

often specify that the recipient must destroy the data within a specified period of time, such as one 

year after receipt, and laws may also require such a contractual provision. 

6.2.3 Data use 

De-identified data can be collected, stored, or shared for a range of purposes and applications, each 

relying on certain data properties being preserved after de-identification. One of the main reasons for 

releasing de-identified datasets is to provide others with an opportunity to study the values and 

properties of the raw data for research purposes [b-ISO/IEC 20889]. De-identification, therefore, 

should also seek to preserve as much utility in the information as possible, while protecting the 

privacy of individuals. This dual purpose of de-identification makes it an important approach to 

consider for use in a number of contexts, including data release models. 

When releasing de-identified data, an organization must make a decision, typically by an expert 

committee that includes a broad range of stakeholders, to consider the potential impacts on data 

subjects related to release. Risk assessments and checklists are often used to guide this evaluation and 

determine an appropriate release mechanism that mitigates re-identification risk. 

The choice of de-identification techniques depends on the degree of their applicability to, or 'utility' 

in, a particular use case.  

7 De-identification process framework 

This clause describes a de-identification process framework to provide de-identified PII in four steps, 

as shown in Figure 2 [b-KOREA]. 

Step 1 – Preliminary review 

Step 1 involves verifying whether the target data is PII or not. If the data does include PII, proceed to 

Step 2. De-identification is needed. 

Step 2 – De-identification 

Step 2 involves de-identifying data to prevent inferences of specific individual information from the 

target dataset. This step invokes methods to remove or transform PII elements, either in total or 

partially. PII elements include identifiers, quasi-identifiers, and sensitive attributes. 
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Step 3 – Adequacy assessment 

Step 3 involves assessing the adequacy of the de-identified dataset including PII elements. Relevant 

considerations include whether the target dataset still contains PII, direct potential of re-identification, 

potential of linkability that can lead to re-identification.  

Step 4 – Follow-up management 

Step 4 involves measuring managerial and technical safety to prevent re-identification. 

 

Figure 2 – De-identification process 

Each of these steps is further described in clauses 7.1 to 7.4. 

7.1 Step 1 – Preliminary review 

Organizations that intend to use or provide data for various purposes should first determine their 

policies and standards. It is recommended that policies and standards include the following:  

– what is the purpose and intended use for the de-identified information?  

– what kind of data attributes does de-identified data consist of? 

– what techniques are used for de-identification? 

– what are the risk levels and adverse effects of re-identification? 

– what solutions are available if a specific individual is re-identified? 

– how is the level of re-identification evaluated? 

– how is the manpower and cost for de-identification determined? 

The specific considerations that constitute the preliminary review may vary depending on the type of 

data and the intended purpose of use. However, it is recommended that a set of standards be 

established. 

Organizations that intend to process data for a number of purposes shall refer to the appropriate 

standards to verify whether specific data are PII or not. Even if data is not determined as PII, the 

organization is required to consider any potential for linkability between available data and take 

appropriate measures to minimize this risk. If yes, the de-identification step is necessary.  

Examples of judgment criteria for PII include:  

– there are no special limitations on data regarding its type, form, characteristics and format; 

– if a data controller can identify an individual using the data, such data is considered a PII; 
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– data has to be about an individual. A statistical value of a group that consists of multiple 

individuals is not PII; 

– data which may identify an individual via combination with an additional information is 

considered a PII. Additional information normally refers to publicly or easily available 

information. 

7.2 Step 2 – Applying de-identification 

7.2.1 De-identification for identifiers 

An "identifier" is data such as a value or a name uniquely assigned to an individual or a thing that is 

related to an individual. In general, the collection of "identifiers" should be minimized, and any 

identifiers included in datasets should be deleted. 

However, an identifier that is strictly necessary to the intended purpose may include data such as:  

– unique identifier (resident registration number, social security number (SSN), passport 

number, foreigner's ID number, driver's license number, etc.); 

– name (in Chinese characters, English name, etc.); 

– detailed address (house number, street addresses, etc.); 

– date (birth date, anniversary (wedding, etc.), certificate date, etc.); 

– phone number (mobile, home, office, fax, etc.); 

– medical record number, national health insurance number, welfare recipient number, etc.; 

– bank account number, credit card number, etc.; 

– photos (still picture, video, closed circuit television (CCTV) video, etc.); 

– biometric data (fingerprint, voice, iris, etc.); 

– e-mail address, IP address, media access control (MAC) address, homepage uniform resource 

locator (URL), etc.; 

– identification code (employee number, customer number, etc.); 

– other unique identification number (military service number, business registration number, 

etc.). 

7.2.2 De-identification for quasi-identifier and high-identifiability attributes 

In general, quasi-identifiers included in datasets should be removed if they are irrelevant to the 

purpose for which the data is used. De-identification techniques such as pseudonymization and 

aggregation should be applied if a quasi-identifier related to the use of data has identifiable elements. 

Data that carries a high potential for identifiability, such as behavioral information, must be subject 

to de-identification and, wherever possible, anonymization techniques. 

7.2.3 De-identification techniques 

A range of techniques including pseudonymization, aggregation, data suppression and data masking 

can be used individually or in combination. Applying a pseudonymization technique alone may not 

be a sufficient technique of de-identification. 

Various types of techniques are readily available to realize each technique. The most suitable 

technique should be chosen and utilized based on the purpose of data usage, and the strengths and 

weaknesses of each specific technique. Once de-identification is completed, one can proceed to the 

next step. 
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7.3 Step 3 – Adequacy assessment for de-identification process 

An individual could be identified by combining other data or using various inference techniques when 

de-identification is not sufficient. 

To reduce re-identification risk, the adequacy assessment of de-identified data is necessary before 

use. This includes assessing questions such as: 

– what is the purpose of this de-identification request? 

– what type of data attributes are involved in de-identification (including identifiers, or not)? 

– what is the appropriate level of de-identification? 

This adequacy assessment could be performed by a data protection officer (DPO), a commissioned 

trusted third party (TTP) or by an external assessment panel. 

K-anonymity model is used among other privacy protection models when assessing adequacy. The 

k-anonymity model is a basic means of assessment. Additional assessment models (l-diversity, 

t-closeness, differential privacy (DP), etc.) may be applied if necessary. 

Refer to Annex A for additional details on adequacy assessment.  

7.4 Step 4 – Follow-up management  

7.4.1 Protection measures for de-identified data 

Protection measures are implemented to prevent the possibility of re-identifying de-identified data if 

it is leaked and/or combined with other data. These include measures such as: 

– managerial protection measures: designate a person who will be in charge of the de-identified 

data files, determine the sharing of de-identified data, and destroy the data once its purpose 

of usage is achieved; 

– technical protection measures: restrict access to de-identified data files, manage access 

records, and install and operate security programs. 

Additionally, security measures also include protective measures to be taken in the event that 

de-identified data are leaked. These include measures such as: 

– analyzing the cause of leakage and implementing both managerial and technical safety 

measures to prevent additional leakage; 

– withdrawing and destroying leaked de-identified data. 

7.4.2 Monitoring possibilities of re-identification 

The data controller who intends to use de-identified data or provide it to a third party shall regularly 

monitor the possibilities of re-identification. 

Upon detection of possibility of re-identification, suspension of processing, withdrawal and 

destruction of data must be requested to the data controller who has been provided the de-identified 

data.  

7.4.3 Requirements for contract to third party 

Re-identification risk management shall be included in a contract when providing or entrusting 

de-identified data to a third party for their usage. Re-identification risk management includes: 

– notification to data subjects of data disclosure to third parties; 

– provision of anonymized data to third parties wherever possible;  

– prohibition of re-identification: stipulate that data controller which is given or consigned to 

process de-identification data shall be prohibited to re-identify the data by combining it with 

other data; 
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– restriction on re-provision or re-entrustment: stipulate the permitted scope of re-provision or 

re-entrustment in a contract when providing or entrusting processing of de-identified data; 

– notification on risks of re-identification: stipulate the obligation to stop data processing and 

to inform the consignor and the consignee of the re-identification issue when the data are 

re-identified or the re-identification possibility becomes high. 

7.4.4 Countermeasures to re-identification 

In the event that de-identified data are re-identified, processing of data should be stopped, and the 

necessary measures should be taken to prevent leakage of PII. 

Re-identified data shall be immediately destroyed.  

8 De-identified data utility 

8.1 De-identified data stages 

This clause defines data de-identification stages that can be represented as data types to describe the 

degree to which an individual is directly identified by the data and how the individual is associated 

with characteristics (attributes) in the data. The specification of data in the context of data use or data 

processing should include not only the type of data, but also a description of the degree to which the 

data can identify an individual or associate an individual with a set of characteristics in the data. 

Figure 3 provides data stages from identified data to de-identified data in the de-identification process. 

Each stage has a different possibility of re-identification risk as a spectrum. A data type characterizes 

specific stages that a dataset would go through as it is increasingly de-identified. 

 

Figure 3 – De-identified data stages  

As shown in Figure 3, all data exist on the de-identification stage. At the right (the highest-level de-

identification) are de-identified data that are not related to individuals (for example, historical weather 

records) and therefore seek no privacy risk. At the left end (the lowest-level de-identification) are 

identified data that are linked directly to specific individuals. Between these two data stages are data 

that can be linked with effort, that can only be linked to groups of people, and that are based on 

individuals but cannot be linked back to them. In general, de-identification processes are designed to 

push data to the right while retaining some desired utility, lowering the risk of distributing 

de-identified data to a broader population or the general public. 

8.1.1 Original data stage 

In the original stage of identified data, data can unambiguously be associated with a specific person 

because an individual is observable in the information. Guidance on what can be considered as 

identifiers can be found in clause 4.4.1 of [b-ISO/IEC 29100]. 
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8.1.2 Pseudonymized data stage 

In the pseudonymized data stage, data cannot be reversed by reasonable efforts of anyone other than 

the party that performed the alias assignment because all identifiers are substituted by aliases. 

However, pseudonymized data may still be re-identified through linkability with other data. 

This corresponds to data defined as "pseudonymization" in clause 3.1.14. 

8.1.3 Unlinked pseudonymized data stage 

In the unlinked pseudonymized data stage, all identifiers are erased or substituted by aliases for which 

the assignment function is erased or irreversible, such that a linkage cannot be re-established by 

reasonable efforts by anyone including the party that performed them. However, unlinked 

pseudonymized data may still be re-identified through linkability with other data. 

8.1.4 Aggregated data stage 

In the stage of aggregated data, data forms information about enough different persons that individual-

level attributes are not inferable as statistical data that does not contain individual-level entries and is 

combined. Using aggregation techniques, all aggregated data does not reach the degree of 

identifiability below a threshold if cell size for a given crossing of some combination of variables can 

lead someone to identify a particular individual.  

This corresponds to data defined as "aggregated data" in clause 3.1.1.  

8.1.5 De-identified data stage  

In the de-identified data stage, data is unlinked, and attributes are altered (e.g., attributes' values are 

randomized or generalized) in such a way that there is a reasonable level of confidence that a person 

cannot be identified, directly or indirectly, by the data alone or in combination with other data. 

8.2 Data release models 

De-identified data release model is classified into three models according to the situation of data 

analytic contexts [b-UKAN]. 

There are three release models for delivering de-identified data: public, semi-public, or non-public. 

Each release model allows for different levels of availability and protection of information. 

Depending on the purposes and/or legislative requirements of the data release, the suitability of each 

model may vary. The release model plays an important role in the de-identification process, as the 

amount of de-identification required may vary depending on the release model selected. 

Each of the three release models is reviewed in clauses 8.2.1 to 8.2.3. 

8.2.1 Public data release model 

In a traditional public data release, anyone can access the data without registration or conditions. 

Examples of such releases include the publicly available data from organizations and data posted to 

open-access data repository such as a web portal. Organizations proactively release datasets and make 

them freely available to anyone for use and republishing. 

When releasing data publicly, it is common practice to place as few restrictions as possible on the 

information, including who can access it and how. As such, when individuals who download the 

dataset cannot be identified, these disclosures should be handled as public data releases. 

Although in case of access to information requests in clause 8.2.2, it should be handled as public data 

releases in cases that do not require the person requesting information to agree to terms or conditions 

regarding the processing, privacy, or security of the information. 
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8.2.2 Semi-public data release model  

The semi-public data sharing model is more restrictive than the public data release model and occurs 

when there exists a formal request and approval process to obtain access to data. In this case, the data 

recipient may agree to some terms of use or sign a "click-through" contract. Click-through contracts 

are online terms of use that may place restrictions on what can be done with the data and how the data 

are handled. Regardless, anyone can still download such data. 

De-identification may also be useful in responding to access for information requests for datasets. By 

using de-identification, organizations can respond to requests in a privacy-protective manner while 

preserving the utility of the information. Organizations can use access controls for some restrictions 

when sharing data through an information system such as: 

– requiring all users to register and provide contact information before accessing the data; 

– employing authentication protocols to verify the identity of an individual; 

– using tiered access systems to grant different levels of access to different parties based on, 

for example, affiliations or credentials of the individual.  

With such information systems, an interactive query system might be made available to a community 

of researchers, and raw data might be made available to a small number of analysts who are approved 

through a careful screening process. 

Also, the case of data access that does not require any data sharing occurs when analysts request that 

the data controller perform an analysis on their behalf. Therefore, this case might not involve the 

sharing of data by the organization.  

8.2.3 Non-public data release model 

Datasets that contain PII may be shared within and among organizations only if the disclosure is 

permitted under country regulatory guidance. If the disclosure is not permitted and the institutions 

still wish to share datasets, then any PII must be removed. Non-public data releases provide the least 

availability, but a higher amount of protection, requiring a smaller amount of de-identification. 

When sharing information among organizations, because access to the dataset is limited to the 

organization, requirements regarding the privacy and security of the information can be set and 

enforced through a data-sharing agreement. For a data release to be treated as non-public, there must 

be a data-sharing agreement in place between the parties. The data-sharing agreement is an important 

part of a risk mitigation strategy in these releases, which includes some common terms such as: 

– specification of those permitted access (recipient controls); 

– data security requirements (infrastructure controls); 

– restrictions on use, particularly prohibition against linking with other files and on deliberate 

re-identification (other data and governance controls); 

– requirement to destroy the data once the use is complete (governance controls). 

The purpose of data sharing agreement is threefold: 

– it clearly distinguishes between those individuals or organizations the data controller trusts 

and those that it does not; 

– it is a framework that specifies conditions under which access can occur; 

– it can specify sanctions or penalties in case that the individual/organization transgress on 

those access conditions. 

8.2.4 Comparison of data release models 

In a data flow environment, one way to limit the chance of re-identification is to place controls on the 

way that the data may be obtained and used. These controls can be classified according to different 

data-release models, each with different advantages and risks. Organizations may also choose to apply 
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a tiered access approach that combines several of these models to address a variety of use cases and 

privacy threats. Additionally, release models should consider the possibility of multiple or periodic 

releases. Several named models are ranged from no restrictions to tight restrictions. Table 2 provides 

a comparison of the data release models. 

Table 2 – Comparison of data release models 

 Public release model Semi-public release model Non-public release model 

Access rights • Everyone has access to 

released data freely 

• Access to released data 

(or subset) from 

restrictive individual or 

organization  

• Access to released data 

is to a subset of 

individuals or 

organizations 

Use cases • Unrestricted data access 

through web portal. i.e., 

freely available to anyone  

• On-site safe setting 

• Delivered access 

• Virtual access remotely 

• Access through analysis 

server 

• Sharing within and 

among organizations 

Rights • Unlimited rights to reuse 

and redistribute data 

• Available to authorized 

individual or 

organization 

• Re-use, republishing, or 

distribution of data is 

forbidden 

Re-

identification 

attack 

• A demonstration attack 

for publicity 

• Deliberate insider attack 

• Inadvertent recognition of an individual in the dataset 

by an acquaintance 

• Data leakage 

8.3 Relation between data release model and data stage 

8.3.1 Non-public data release model 

When sharing data from a data source to the non-public release model, the data requires 

de-identification. Under normal circumstances, in spite of the non-public release model, unlinked 

pseudonymized data and higher-level de-identification data would be used. In this case, the 

de-identification tools such as pseudonymization, cryptographic, synthetic, suppression, etc., can be 

used. 

However, if there is a special contract or law between two sides, then the pseudonymized data could 

be used for analysing and storing data during this phase. 

8.3.2 Semi-public data release model 

When sharing data from a data source to the semi-public release model, it needs a higher level of 

de-identification than the non-public release model. It performs statistical processing to prohibit 

re-identification. After this, aggregated data and higher-level de-identification data could be released 

to the semi-public release model. More specifically, de-identification tools such as statistical, 

randomization, etc., can be used. 

As shown in Table 2, a relatively lower level of de-identification can be allowed than with the public 

release model, since only restrictive individuals or organization can access the data. 

8.3.3 Public data release model 

When sharing data from a data source to the public release model, it needs a higher level of 

de-identification than for the semi-public release model. It performs the process to obtain 

de-identification data and after this process, the results can be used for the public release model, as 

shown in Table 2.  
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Annex A  

 

Adequacy assessment procedures 

(This annex forms an integral part of this Recommendation.) 

This annex provides a model for conducting adequacy assessment procedures [b-KOREA]. 

See Figure A.1 

The following are the steps in the adequacy assessment procedure: 

– Preparing basic documents. A data controller shall prepare the basic documents needed for 

adequacy assessment such as a data statement, de-identification status, and the management 

level of user organizations. 'user organization' means that an organization intends to utilize 

de-identified data after the de-identification. 

– Organizing an assessment panel. A privacy officer can form the assessment panel or call for 

a DPO or TTP to perform the assessment. 

– Conducting assessment. The assessment panel shall assess the adequacy level of 

de-identification by utilizing the basic documents that the PII manager prepared. 

– Implementing additional de-identification. The data controller shall implement additional 

de-identification by reflecting opinions of who are participants of the assessment if an 

assessment result is inadequate. 

– Utilizing data. Data can be used or provided for purposes like big data analysis if the 

assessment of de-identification turns out to be adequate. 

 

Figure A.1 – Assessment adequacy procedure of de-identification 
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A.1 Preparing basic documents 

A data controller shall prepare basic documents needed for adequacy assessment such as a data 

statement of an assessment subject, status of de-identification and the level of management of a user 

organization. 

A.2 Organizing an assessment panel 

A privacy officer can form the assessment panel. Appoint more than one legal and de-identification 

expert from an expert pool that is operated by the specialized agencies of each field when 

commissioning external professionals. 

The assessment panel is comprised of members who do not have direct interests in the purpose of 

data utilization. 

A.3 Conducting assessment 

The assessment panel assesses the adequacy of de-identification based on basic documents and using 

the k-anonymity model.  

– Preliminary review. Review the basic documents prepared by the data controller and check 

out through the interview whether personal identification elements are in a dataset, whether 

the purpose of use and de-identification techniques are appropriate. 

– Analysis possibilities of re-identification attempt. Analyze possibilities of re-identification 

attempts including intention, level of PII protection and capability of the data controller who 

uses or receives the data. 

– Impact analysis of re-identification. Assess the possible impact on a data subject when data 

is intentionally or unintentionally re-identified. 

– Quantitative analysis. Verify the accuracy of a K value provided by a data controller. 

– Decide reference value of assessment. The assessment panel comprehensively determines the 

assessment reference value by taking into consideration possibilities of re-identification, 

impact of re-identification, results of quantitative analysis and purpose of data use. 

– Adequacy assessment. Decide adequacy of de-identification by comparing calculated values 

resulted from the average reference value and quantitative analysis. 
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Figure A.2 – Assessment adequacy procedure 

A.4 Additional de-identification measures 

– A data controller shall implement additional de-identification measures based on feedback 

from the assessment panel if the assessment result is inadequate. 

– The assessment panel shall proceed to re-assessment once the data controller completes 

implementation of additional de-identification. 

A.5 Data utilization 

– Utilize the de-identified data in big data analysis or allow providing it to a third party if 

de-identification is assessed (reassessed) to be adequate. 

– In principle, providing or disclosing data to public or uncontracted data users is prohibited if 

there is no proper risk mitigation strategy for data release models due to a high risk of re-

identification. 

– Destroy data once the purpose of using it is fulfilled or it is no longer needed. 

– The follow-up management steps should be observed in the process of utilizing data for 

effective usage in a form of de-identified data. 
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Annex B 

  

Unstructured de-identification approaches 

(This annex forms an integral part of this Recommendation.) 

Different from structured data de-identification, de-identification mechanisms for unstructured data 

are applied to the raw data instead of structured data fields. In the case of the photo below, 

de-identification means removing faces or replacing them with others such as shown in Figure B.1. 

 

Figure B.11 – A example of face de-identification  

There are four types of unstructured data: 

1) unstructured text data: web data, report document, blog, news, etc.; 

2) unstructured video data: all video data are unstructured, and some tag information provides 

regularized data; 

3) unstructured audio data: all audio data are unstructured, and some tag information or 

recognized audio is translated into the text data; 

4) unstructured log data: machine generated log data are unstructured but usually it has some 

pattern and can be translated into the structured form. 

In order to represent syntactic information for unstructured data including text, voice, image and 

video, a de-identification processing system should include the following three units: 

1) multimedia information detection unit for detecting texted meta information from the input 

multimedia data: 

– it includes a speech detector that converts voice input into a text to track an object or 

activity included in the voice input; 

– it includes an optical character recognition detector that extracts characters from an 

image input; 

– it includes a visual detector that extracts an object or activity included in an input of the 

image or removing picture from the input of the image or moving picture input; 

– it includes a visual to sentence detector that extracts a text sentence from an image or 

moving picture input. 

2) knowledge-based shaping unit dividing the texted meta information and context information 

into syntactic representing extrinsic configuration and semantics representing intrinsic 

information: 
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– the syntactic information includes source information generating the multimedia data, 

information of the multimedia data generated by the source, and object detection 

information extracted from a meaning region; 

– the semantic information includes event information included in the meaning region 

configuring the multimedia data and context information. 

3) de-identification unit removes identifiable PII from the knowledge base and texted meta 

information. 

The unstructured data de-identification mechanism should define related requirements and security 

strength as follows: 

– target of de-identification: identify the target object should be protected for application or 

online services? 

– how to carry out de-identification: identify which mechanism should be used for de-

identification. What is the level of de-identification (e.g., black box, pixilation, blurring)? 

– de-identification vs. re-identification: the need of recovery or re-identification should be 

determined. When a policy requires an original photo for a crime investigation, can the de-

identified photo be recovered? 
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Appendix I  

 

Examples of typical de-identification techniques 

(This appendix does not form an integral part of this Recommendation.) 

This appendix provides some examples and descriptions of typical de-identification techniques. 

I.1 Statistical tools for de-identification techniques 

– Sampling: a process in which a sample of an entire dataset is released, instead of releasing 

an entire dataset. If a subsample is released, the probability of re-identification can decrease. 

– Aggregation: a set of statistical functions that produce the represented value of an entire 

dataset. 

I.2 Cryptographic tools for de-identification techniques  

– Deterministic encryption [b-ISO/IEC 11770]: an encryption scheme that always produces the 

same ciphertext for a given plaintext and key over separate executions of the encryption 

algorithm. 

– Order-preserving encryption [b-AGRAWAL]: an encryption scheme in which numerical 

ordering of the plaintexts is preserved. 

– Homomorphic encryption [b-ISO/IEC 18033-6]: an encryption scheme that allows 

computations to be carried out on ciphertext, thus generating an encrypted result which 

matches the result of operations to be performed on the plaintext, when decrypted.  

– Format-preserving encryption [b-NIST 800-38G]: an encrypting scheme in which the 

ciphertext is in the same format as the plaintext. 

– Homomorphic secret sharing [b-ISO/IEC 18033-6]: a type of secret sharing algorithm in 

which the secret is encrypted using a homomorphic encryption. 

I.3 Suppression techniques 

– Masking: the process of replacing a field with a value or removing it. The example of 

suppression technique includes replacing a phone number with asterisks or a randomly 

generated pseudonym. 

– Local suppression: a process that suppresses or removes specific values of attributes from 

selected records. Removing the data increases privacy protection but may decrease the utility 

of the dataset. 

– Record suppression: a process that involves removing an entire record or records from a 

dataset. 

I.4 Pseudonymization techniques  

A process that both removes the association with a data subject and adds an association between a 

particular set of characteristics relating to the data subject and one or more pseudonyms. Typically, 

pseudonymization is implemented by replacing direct identifiers with a pseudonym, such as a 

randomly generated value. Examples of direct identifiers include names, email addresses, and 

government issued numbers. All direct identifiers and potentially additional or all remaining 

identifying attributes are replaced with a pseudonym.  

I.5 Generalization techniques  

– Rounding: a process of replacing a numerical value by another value that is approximately 

equal but has a shorter, simpler or more explicit representation. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plaintext
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Encryption_key
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ciphertext
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plaintext
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Algorithm
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– Top and bottom coding: a process for which the attribute whose values are above an upper 

bound (or lower bound) are set as a threshold on the largest (or smallest) value possible. 

I.6 Randomization techniques  

– Noise addition: a process in which a random value that cannot be predicted is added to a 

selected attribute of a dataset.  

– Permutation: a process for exchanging the values of a selected attribute across the records in 

a dataset without modification. 

– Micro-aggregation: a process in which all values of continuous attributes are replaced with 

their averages computed in a certain algorithmic way. 

I.7 Synthetic data  

Synthetic data is an approach that artificially generates micro data to represent a predefined statistical 

data model. By definition, synthetic datasets do not contain data collected from existing data subjects, 

but they look real for their intended purpose. 
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Appendix II  

 

De-identification process approaches 

(This appendix does not form an integral part of this Recommendation.) 

This appendix provides some examples and details of de-identification process approaches. 

II.1 Data-centric de-identification approach  

Given that de-identification techniques modify the original data to prevent disclosure of PII, tension 

clearly arises between utility and privacy. The challenge is to protect privacy with minimum loss of 

accuracy: ideally, data users should run their analyses on the de-identified data without losing 

accuracy with respect to the results of those analyses when run on the original data.  

Perfect de-identification is difficult in practice without compromising the utility of the dataset. In big 

data, this problem increases due to the amount and variety of data. On the one hand, low-level 

de-identification (e.g., de-identification only suppressing direct identifiers) is usually not enough to 

ensure non-identifiability. On the other hand, too strong de-identification may prevent linking data 

on the same individual (or on similar individuals) that come from different sources and, thus, thwart 

many of the potential benefits of big data. 

This clause describes two approaches for data-focused de-identification to deal with the tension 

between utility and privacy. Data-use specific and generic utility measures can be used to address 

how to measure the utility of a de-identified released dataset.  

II.1.1 Utility-first de-identification approach 

In big data, information about an individual is often gathered from several independent sources. 

Hence, the ability to link records that belong to the same (or of the same type/similar) individual is 

central in big data creation.  

In the utility-first de-identification approach, a de-identification technique with a heuristic parameter 

choice and with suitable utility preservation properties is run on the micro-dataset and, after that, the 

risk of disclosure is measured. Therefore, the utility-first de-identification approach is slow and lacks 

formal privacy guarantees. For instance, the risk of re-identification can be estimated empirically by 

attempting record linkage between the original and the de-identified datasets. If the extant risk is 

deemed too high, the de-identification technique must be re-run with more privacy-stringent 

parameters and probably with more utility sacrifice, iteratively changing parameters until empirical 

disclosure risk is low enough, as usual in official statistics.  

Of course, while linkability is desirable from the utility point of view, it is also a privacy threat: the 

accuracy of linkages should be significantly less in de-identified datasets than in original datasets. 

The amount of linkability compatible with a de-identification technique or with a de-identification 

privacy model determines whether and how an analyst can link independently de-identified data 

(under that technique/model) that correspond to the same individual.  

II.1.2 Privacy-first de-identification approach  

A privacy model is enforced with a parameter that guarantees an upper bound on the re-identification 

disclosure risk and perhaps also on the attribute disclosure risk. Model enforcement is achieved by 

using a model-specific de-identification technique with parameters that derive from the model 

parameters. Well-known privacy models include k-anonymity and its extensions, as well as 

ε-differential privacy, that often leads to poor data utility/linkability.  

In the privacy-first de-identification approach, if the utility of the resulting de-identified data is too 

low, then the privacy model in use should either be enforced with an alternative de-identification 
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technique that is less utility-damaging, or a less strict privacy parameter should be chosen, or even a 

different de-identification privacy model should be resorted to.  

II.2 Role-centric de-identification approach  

This clause describes three types of approaches which perform each other's roles and responsibilities 

in the de-identification process. Role-focused approach can be broadly characterized as answering 

'who', 'what', and 'where and how' questions:  

– Who has access to the data?  

– What analyses may or may not be conducted?  

– Where is the data access/analysis to be carried out and how is access obtained?  

II.2.1 Centralized de-identification 

The process on statistical disclosure control focuses on centralized de-identification, performed by a 

data controller who has access to the entire original dataset. This centralized approach has some 

advantages and downsides as shown in Table II.1. 

Table II.1 – Characteristics of centralized de-identification 

 Details 

Advantages • Individuals do not need to de-identify the data records they provide. The data 

controller, who has more computational resources and probably more expertise 

in de-identification, can be expected to adequately de-identify the entire dataset. 

• The data controller has a global view of the original dataset and, thus, is in the 

best position to optimize the trade-off between data utility and extant disclosure 

risk. 

Disadvantages • The data controller must be trusted by all parties providing original data 

(because the controller has access to all original data). While this is not a 

problem in official statistics, where the data controller is a national statistical 

institute, it can be a major hurdle in a typical big data scenario, for instance when 

the data controller assembling several data sources is merely a private company 

(e.g., a data broker).  

• Especially in the case of big data, de-identification can be too heavy a 

computational burden for a single controller.  

• Many controllers are involved in a single big data processing scenario, thus, 

making the centralised approach unmanageable.  

The local de-identification approaches and collaborative de-identification is a complement to the 

above advantages and downsides. 

II.2.2 Local de-identification  

Local de-identification is an alternative disclosure limitation approach suitable for scenarios 

(including big data) where individuals (data subjects) do not trust (or trust only partially) the data 

controller assembling the data. Each subject de-identifies its own data before handing them to the 

data controller.  

With privacy protection in mind, the data collected by a given source should be de-identified at the 

source before being made available. However, independent de-identification by each source has more 

information loss than in centralized de-identification because subjects de-identify their data without 

seeing the data of other subjects. That is, the subjects lack a global view of the dataset, which makes 

it difficult for them to find a good trade-off between the disclosure risk limitation achieved and the 

information loss incurred. 
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II.2.3 Collaborative de-identification  

The collaborative de-identification process combines the low utility loss of centralized 

de-identification and the high subject privacy of local de-identification. A problem with centralized 

de-identification is that, if a data subject does not trust the data controller to properly use and/or 

de-identify his/her data, he/she may decide to provide false data (hence causing a response bias) or 

no data at all (hence causing a non-response bias). Therefore, subjects could collaborate to determine 

the disclosure risk associated to their data and then locally apply the right level of protection in a 

distributed and collaborative manner, which seeks two main properties:  

− It incurs no more information loss than the dataset that would be obtained with the centralized 

approach for the same privacy level. It outperforms the local approach in that it yields less 

information loss. 

− Neither the data subjects nor the data controller gain more knowledge about the confidential 

attributes of any other specific data subject than the knowledge contained in the final 

de-identified dataset. It outperforms the centralized approach by also offering privacy versus 

the data collector. 

In addition, the collaborative approach could lead to protocols that work smoothly without external 

enforcing mechanisms. In micro-data de-identification, the privacy protection obtained by a subject 

affects the privacy protection that others get. For improving co-utility in collaborative approach, 

secure multiparty transformation is required to electronic protocols that enable two or more parties to 

carry out a transformation that involves both of their datasets in such a way that no party needs to 

explicitly hand a dataset to any of the others. Because secure multiparty transformation allows for 

queries to be transformed without the need for all data storage to be centralized, it diminishes the 

harm from data breach and allows computations across parties that do not fully trust each other. 

Multiparty computations can offer both better privacy and utility in certain contexts. 
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